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Angels among us

Inside, learn how the Kidder County 
Angels and Pink It Forward are helping 
others in KEM Electric Cooperative’s 
service territory.
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It’s probably every parent’s worst nightmare. A tele-
phone call. “There’s been a car accident.” But from 
that nightmare, angels appeared. 

The two teens were towing an empty horse trailer from 
Bismarck on a blustery October day when the wind caught the 
trailer, and rolled the vehicle into the ditch. Both teens were 
ejected from the vehicle. 

“It could have been a lot worse. They were very, very 
lucky,” says Erica Binder, a member of KEM Electric 
Cooperative from Steele whose daughter suffered a broken 
femur and a shattered kneecap in the accident.

Thankfully, neither teen suffered life-threatening injuries, 
but the road to recovery for both has entailed numerous trips 
to doctors and physical therapy.

That’s when the Kidder County Angels appeared, providing 
$75 gas vouchers to the families to help with travel expenses.

“It’s an amazing, amazing program that these women put 
together,” says Shari Pfaff, Tappen, whose son was injured in 
the car accident. “When you get something like that, it melts 
your heart. We were very appreciative. We’re thankful for the 
community and the support they have given us.”

The Kidder County Angels program was launched last fall 
by a six-member board of directors who raise funds to provide 
gas vouchers to any Kidder County resident with a medical 

condition that requires repeated doctor or therapy visits.
The idea started during a Relay for Life event, where Robin 

Rewald, Pettibone, Karen Kleppe, Dawson, Julie Peterson, 
Robinson, Rhonda Binder, Steele, Judy Landenberger, Tuttle, 
and Peggy Erickson, Tappen, began a conversation about 
helping people beyond Relay for Life, which is an event that 
raises funds for the American Cancer Society.

“There were other people who had medical conditions, 
who were going through kidney dialysis or may need to 
go to therapy or had been in a car accident or had other 
medical conditions that weren’t covered under the Relay 
for Life umbrella,” explains Kleppe, who works at BEK 
Communications Cooperative. “There were other needs in the 
community or the area that we wanted to try to address.”

So, the women formed the Kidder County Angels to try to 
help local needs also.

Applications for a $75 gas voucher may be completed by 
the individual or another party, must be signed by two other 
people who are not family members and submitted to the 
board. Applicants may make up to two requests a year. Each 
voucher, embossed with an angel, can then be redeemed at 
any participating gas station in Kidder County, keeping the 
funds local. The Kidder County Angels have awarded 35 gas 
vouchers since the program began.

“To let people know that we’re your community, we’re 
here to help, we care. That’s our goal,” Kleppe says.

To pay for the vouchers, the Kidder County Angels hold 
community fundraisers throughout the year, with the next 
event scheduled for April 13. 

“I think it helps people a lot to know that somebody else 
cares about what they’re going through. If somebody is going 
through some hardship or some difficulty, we just want to 
be there to give you some support. It makes people feel like 
they’re not in it alone,” Kleppe says.

That’s the local support the Binder family felt.
“We’re very, very grateful. It’s good to live in a place 

where people will support you. I was very grateful for that,” 
Erica says. “We got a lot of support from this community. We 
appreciate everything that everybody has done for us. It was 
a very difficult time and we got a lot of support from a lot of 
people around here.”

To learn more:
For more information on the Kidder County Angels, 

contact any of the six board members or Julie Peterson at 
701-220-4588 or julpeter@bektel.com. ¢

Kidder County Angels include 
(left to right): Karen Kleppe, Dawson, 
Rhonda Binder, Steele, Angela 
Haverkamp, Tuttle, Julie Peterson, 
Robinson, Peggy Erickson, Tappen, 
and Robin Rewald, Pettibone. 
Angela Havercamp has been 
replaced on the board by Judy 
Landenberger, Tuttle (inset).

Kidder County 
Angels help 
those in need
BY LUANN DART

Kidder County Angels presents:

SONGSPIRATION
An evening of special music from angels across the county, 

followed by a silent auction and lunch.
7 p.m. Sunday, April 13 - Tuttle United Methodist Church
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Pink It Forward comforts those 
with breast cancer
BY LUANN DART

By the time Tammy Svalen-Gim-
bel was diagnosed with breast 
cancer in 2011, her mother, 

grandmother, three aunts and a cousin 
had already battled the disease. Then, 
in the midst of her own wrenching 
chemotherapy, the disease struck the 
family again, when her cousin, Kristin 
Moch, was diagnosed with an early 
form of breast cancer. Then Tammy’s 
mother, Arleen Svalen, Braddock, was 
diagnosed for the third time. A month 
later, Tammy’s sister, RueAnn Svalen-
Gallagher, had a biopsy which revealed 
an early form of breast cancer.

With an entire family reeling from 
the disease and its treatment, Tammy 
remembers feeling overwhelmed.

“I was knee deep in chemotherapy,” 
she says. “We were each fighting our 
individual battles.”

But, today, all are breast cancer 
survivors who are passing along the 
support they received by founding Pink 
It Forward, a program reaching out to 
others battling breast cancer.

Sisters RueAnn Svalen-Gallagher 
and Tammy Svalen-Gimbel, who 
grew up in the Braddock area, serve as 

co-presidents. Their cousins, Deanne 
Feyereisen-Leier and Kristin Moch, 
who also grew up in the Braddock 
area, also serve on the Pink It Forward 
board, along with Deanne’s daughter, 
Kayla Leier.

First, they have a passion for raising 
awareness, stressing the importance 
not only of mammograms but of 
monthly breast self-exams.

Then, they are dedicated to helping 
those with breast cancer by developing 
programs based on their own personal 
experiences.

Pink It Forward provides four 
different packages which can be sent 
to those diagnosed with breast cancer. 
Pink It Forward members also include 
a personal card with each package.

Packages include:
• Treatment kits put together with 

radiation and chemotherapy in 
mind. The kits include everything 
from a blanket and lotion to a water 
bottle and chocolate.

• Pajama packs which include a pair 
of comfortable, button-up pajamas 
that make it easier to get dressed 
after surgery.

• Warm wishes in the form of 
handmade fleece tie blankets 
crafted by a Pink It Forward 
member or a supporter. “Creating a 
handmade blanket for someone was 
found to not only be beneficial and 
heart-warming to the individual 
receiving the blanket, but so 
fulfilling for the person putting 
it together. It was the perfect 
combination to result in a truly 
impactful gift,” the Pink It Forward 
website describes.

• Rejuvenation package. This 
includes a gift certificate for 
that much-needed salon visit to 
get pampered.

Packages are available to anyone 
diagnosed with breast cancer; some 
packages have even been requested 
from out-of-state. Pink It Forward is 
funded by the four women, along with 
donations and fundraisers. 

“Your support allows us to do 
what we do and we couldn’t be more 
grateful that you’ve helped us get to 
where we are today,” the 
website states. ¢

To learn more or to send the name of a 
Pink It Forward package recipient:
Email pinkitfoward@yahoo.com, 

visit the Facebook page at 
https://www.facebook.com/

PinkItForward or 
visit the website at 

www.pinkitforward.net.

The Pink It Forward team includes (left to 
right): Deanne Feyereisen-Leier, Kayla 
Leier, Tammy Svalen-Gimbel, Kristin Moch 
and RueAnn Svalen-Gallagher.
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KEM Electric Cooperative 
awards scholarships

Ben Schuler 
The $1,000 scholarship winner is a senior at Wishek Public High School. He is the son of Dan 

and Anna Schuler. Dan is a veterinarian and owner of the Wishek Veterinarian Clinic, where 
Anna also works. They also have a daughter, Grace, who is currently a junior. 

Ben plans to attend North Dakota State University in the fall to study engineering.
Ben helps his dad at the local sales barn when possible and also is a partner in the family’s 

farmers market and truck garden. In school, he has been active in speech, band, choir, Future 
Business Leaders of America, student council and the one-act play. He likes to sing and 
plays the guitar, harmonica, tenor sax and piano. Outdoor activities he enjoys include playing 
baseball, camping, hiking and bike riding.

KEM Electric congratulates Ben on this award!
 

Taylor Ketterling
The $500 scholarship winner is a senior at Wishek Public High School. He is the son of 

Kermit and Dynette Ketterling, and is the oldest of six children. His parents farm southeast 
of Wishek.

Next fall, Taylor plans to attend North Dakota State University and major in crop and weed 
sciences, with plans to become an agronomist.

Taylor has been active throughout high school in FFA, football and many academic 
competitions. During the summer months, he loves spending time at the lake wakeboarding and 
waterskiing. In the winter, he spends his free time ice fishing.

KEM Electric congratulates Taylor on winning this scholarship! ¢

Spring into safety!
LOOK UP & AROUND
as you move large 
equipment into 
the fi eld this spring

Follow these tips:
• Make sure you, your family and 

employees know the location of 
overhead power lines, and use 
routes to avoid the lines when 
moving equipment.

• Be aware of increased heights 
of equipment, especially new 
equipment with higher antennas.

• Avoid moving large equipment alone. 
Have someone watch as you move 
equipment to ensure you are clear 
of power lines.

• If your equipment does contact 
a power line, stay in the cab and 
call for help. Warn others to stay 
away and wait until the electric 
cooperative arrives.

Schuler

Ketterling

To help area students prepare for their future jour-
neys, KEM Electric Cooperative, along with its 
wholesale power provider, Basin Electric Power 

Cooperative, has awarded two college scholarships – one 
in the amount of $1,000 and one for $500 – to qualifying 

dependents of KEM Electric Cooperative members.
Ben Schuler, Wishek, is the recipient of the $1,000 

scholarship, and Taylor Ketterling, Wishek, is the $500 
scholarship recipient.
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Kelsie Zimmerman wins trip  
to Washington, D.C.

Kelsie Zimmerman, a junior at 
Napoleon High School, has 
earned a trip to Washington, 

D.C. KEM Electric Cooperative 
has selected Kelsie as the winner of 
the cooperative’s Youth Tour essay 
contest. She is the daughter of Reed 
and Kathleen Zimmerman, who farm 
and ranch east of Napoleon, and the 
granddaughter of Leon and Gladys 
Zimmerman, who live in Napoleon.

Kelsie will represent KEM Electric 
Cooperative during the all-expense-
paid Youth Tour to Washington, 
D.C., in June. During the Youth 
Tour, students sponsored by electric 
cooperatives from across the country 
converge on the nation’s capital. 
They visit national monuments and 

historic sites, 
federal offices, 
and spend 
time with their 
congressional 
delegations. 
During the 
Youth Tour, 
students also 
learn about 

electric cooperatives and discuss  
issues facing their communities and  
the nation.

Kelsie has been active in the 
Napoleon FFA chapter for three years, 
participating in crops judging for 
winter Career Development Events. 
She is also involved in band and choir, 
and she is the pianist for choir, and 

occasionally plays for Grace Baptist 
Church in Gackle. Kelsie’s hobbies 
include reading, playing piano, writing, 
spending time with friends, and going 
to Crystal Springs Baptist Camp.

“I would like to thank KEM Electric 
for allowing me to go on the trip of a 
lifetime to Washington, D.C.,”  
Kelsie said.

To earn a trip to Washington, D.C., 
Kelsie wrote an essay on the following 
topic: “Many North Dakota electric 
cooperatives are or will soon be 
celebrating their 75th anniversaries. 
Describe how rural electrification 
and rural electric cooperatives have 
contributed to the quality of life 
in North Dakota and your local 
community.” ¢

Here is Kelsie’s winning essay:
Since 1939, North Dakota electric 

cooperatives have progressed greatly 
in serving people. Due to electric 
cooperatives, North Dakotans enjoy the 
luxury of electricity in homes, schools 
and businesses. In the past, people didn’t 
have electricity for their use. Thanks to 
lineworkers who spend a lot of their time 
outside repairing and putting up new lines 
that have been damaged, people now use 
electricity for everything. Electricity has 
greatly influenced my life.

People take the luxury of electricity 
for granted. Back in the early 1920s, and 
before that, people learned how to survive 
life and harsh winters using fire. They 
didn’t have furnaces or air conditioners 
for pleasant conditions. Today, people 
don’t give enough credit and thanks to 
local electrical cooperatives for supplying 
the electricity and keeping it usable for 
the public.

People depend on electricity to 
complete many daily activities. Electricity 
is used for making food, watching 
television, running water, and using 
computers. It is also used to heat and cool 
houses to make them more comfortable. 
Communication has also made a big 
impact on everyday life. I have been 
able to keep in touch with my family and 
friends from Uganda and Cameroon, 
Africa, to Streeter, N.D. My local 

businesses in Napoleon have benefited 
by using electricity to keep records on 
computers and help keep milk products 
cold.

A few times in the past years, freezing 
rain, wind and tornadoes have caused 
central North Dakota towns and farms 
to be left without electricity. Fortunately, 
lineworkers from my electric cooperative, 
KEM Electric, worked all day, and, 
in one case, into the night to bring 
electricity back to the residents in Logan, 
McIntosh, Kidder and Emmons counties 
when there was a major power outage 
during Christmas break in 2013. People 
don’t realize the extent of our need for 
electricity to survive in today’s world. We 
have become so dependent on electricity; 
residents affected by the electricity going 
out in their homes don’t know what to do 
without it.

I have been greatly impacted in the way 
I’m being raised, my developing interest 
for Christian music and piano, and how I 
am able to learn in school thanks to KEM 
Electric Cooperative. The quality of life 
in 2014 is better than anyone would have 
dreamed of even 50 years ago due to the 
electronics powered by electricity. In 
today’s age, electricity is the resource a 
lot of people depend on. Using electricity, 
I’m able to play my keyboard down in 
my room. I have access to computers to 
type papers, search topics on the Internet, 

and communicate with others across the 
world.

My dad is a farmer and rancher, and 
he also uses electricity a great deal in his 
everyday life. Without electricity, our farm 
would suffer. Electricity opens garage and 
shop doors to get vehicles and tractors out 
of buildings, yard lights aid us to be able 
to see in the dark when my brother and 
I check cattle at night, grain driers help 
dry grain, and it keeps water fountains 
warm so the cattle are able to drink 
without frozen water. It saves farmers 
and ranchers extra labor, and eliminates 
difficulties enhancing their lives and those 
of the animals.

KEM Electric Cooperative has 
immensely impacted the quality of my life, 
the way I live, how I am able to learn in 
school, and my family in the generations 
of my family farm. It provided me a way 
to learn, communicate, and expand my 
curiosity, as well as make my life easier. 
This electric cooperative has greatly 
influenced every single life in the region it 
covers. I deeply respect the employees and 
lineworkers who work to keep people in 
this community comfortable and happy so 
they don’t have to work long hours in the 
cold. KEM Electric Cooperative, I thank 
you so much for all you do to ensure safe 
and desirable living for North Dakotans 
like myself.

Zimmerman
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Plan, then plant

Trees can filter the sunlight 
to help cool your home, and 
break cold winds to lower your 

heating costs. But before you plant 
that tree, look up. Is there a power line 

overhead or nearby? If so,  
you may need to change your 
landscaping plans.

Always consider the mature height 
of the trees and shrubs you plant. 
Ask professionals how tall your 
sapling will be when it’s mature. If 
it is expected to reach within 25 feet 
of a power line, plant it somewhere 
else. Also find out how sprawling the 
tree’s branches will be at maturity. 
A tree planted 25 feet away from a 
power line could still interfere with 
the wires. 

Never plant near 
power lines:
Trees which should never be planted near an overhead 
power line include:

Ash
Birch
Black walnut
Corktree
Cottonwood
Elm
Hackberry
Honeylocust
Kentucky coffeetree

Larch
Linden
Maples
Oak
Ohio buckeye 
Pine
Spruce 
Poplar
Willow

When danger looms

Sprawling tree limbs look 
beautiful when covered with 
leaves, but what’s hiding 

among those branches? If it’s a 
power line, call a professional to trim 
that tree before it causes a hazard for 
you or leaves you without power.

When a tree touches an overhead 
power line, danger looms. Children 
climbing that tree can get shocked 
or killed; branches can break or fall 
onto the wire, causing an outage; 
or the wind can whip a limb into 
the line and cause an outage. But 
remember: When power lines are 
involved, always leave the trimming 
to professionals. 

The landscape 
of reliability
Vegetation management 
programs keep power flowing 
safely to homes

Trees may seem harmless on 
a calm, sunny day. But add a 
bit of wind or ice on a stormy 

night and those towering pillars may 
threaten your home’s electric supply.

Storm outages are sometimes 
related to trees contacting power lines, 
so regular trimming of trees and brush 
along power lines helps cut down 
on the number of outages as well as 
annoying blinks.

Electricity interruptions can 
occur when branches break and fall 
across power lines, or when trees 
tumble onto power lines. When 
strong winds blow, limbs growing 
too close to power lines may sway 
and touch wires. These momentary 
power disruptions (commonly called 
“blinks” or ‘blips”) aren’t just mild 
annoyances – they can damage 
computers and other sensitive 
electronic equipment and leave digital 
clocks flashing. And then there’s 
arcing – when electricity uses a 
nearby tree as a path to the ground. 
That action poses hazards to anyone 
in the vicinity and could spark a fire.

To fight these potential problems, 

electric cooperatives clear growth 
away from power lines as a way of 
reducing potential outages and  
safety risks. 

Your local electric cooperative is 
committed to providing safe, reliable 
and affordable power, and a tree-
trimming program is key to fulfilling 
that promise.

Crews look for foliage growing 
under lines, overhanging branches, 
leaning or other types of dangerous 
trees that could pull down a power 
line if they fall. As a rule of thumb,  
25 feet of ground-to-sky clearance 
should be available on each side of 
utility poles to give power lines plenty 
of space. 
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Let’s face it. We are all busy. With work, family, 
school, church, volunteer activities and a never-
ending list of errands, the thought of attending one 

more meeting may be daunting. It may be difficult to give 
your local electric cooperative a little time, but your voice is 
important!

Attend KEM Electric Cooperative’s annual meeting and 
get involved! During the meeting, you’ll elect directors, 
listen to highlights from the past year and have a chance to 
visit with staff and directors.

Cooperatives are owned and controlled by you, the 
members. As an owner, each person has a voice and a vote. 
You can elect the board of directors, attend meetings and 
ask questions. And if you want to become more involved, 
you can become a candidate for the board of directors.

The cooperative way of doing business is a true example 
of grassroots democracy in action. Join the voices that guide 
your cooperative and attend the annual meeting June 19 at 
the Linton High School.

Even though you are busy, be an active co-op member! 

ATTEND YOUR ANNUAL MEETING!

KEM Electric Cooperative
2014 annual meeting

Thursday, June 19, 2014
Linton Public School, Linton

We’ll see you at the annual meeting

Are you interested in becoming a director for KEM 
Electric Cooperative?

KEM Electric Cooperative’s 2014 annual 
meeting will be held June 19 at the Linton High School. 
This year, the director seats up for election are those of 
Victor J. Wald in District 4, Dean Dewald in District 5 and 
Carmen Essig in an at large position.

Those interested in being on the ballot need to pick up 
a petition at KEM Electric’s headquarters in Linton and 
secure 25 or more signatures of members from within that 
district, or members at large if the petition is for an at-large 
position. You may pick up a petition now, and must have it 
filed by May 5, 2014. Nominations may also be made from 
the floor during the annual meeting.

According to the bylaws, a director may be any member 

of KEM Electric Cooperative, who is a natural person in 
good standing and who receives electricity from KEM 
Electric at his or her primary residence and is at least 18 
years of age.

No person shall be eligible to become or remain a 
director of the cooperative who is in any way employed 
by or financially interested in a competing enterprise, 
or a business selling electric energy or supplies to the 
cooperative or a business primarily engaged in selling 
electrical appliances, fixtures or supplies to members of 
the cooperative or to others. 

KEM Electric Cooperative is overseen by a seven-
member board of directors which is elected by you - the 
members and owners of the electric cooperative. 

The cooperative is divided into five districts, with one 
director representing each district and two at-large board 
seats. The current board of directors includes: District 
1, John Beck; District 2, Carter Vander Wal; District 
3, Milton Brandner; District 4, Victor J. Wald; District 
5, Dean Dewald; at-large director, Dean Hummel; and 
at-large director, Carmen Essig. 

How to get 
on the ballot
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Feb. 25, 2014
• Approved the January board 

meeting minutes
• Heard department updates
• Heard reports on meetings attended
• Approved the special equipment 

summary for January
• Approved one estate retirement
• Heard an Innovative Energy 

Alliance update

• Signed the North Dakota 
Association of Rural Electric 
Cooperatives mutual aid agreement

• Eliminated the electric heat rebates 
as of May 1, 2014

• Reviewed the safety 
meeting minutes

• Reviewed Form 990

KEM ELECTRIC
 COOPERATIVE INC.

DIRECTORS:
Dean Dewald, Chairman ..................Dawson
Victor Wald, Vice Chairman ..........Napoleon
Carter Vander Wal, Sec.-Treas.  ........ Pollock
Carmen Essig, Director ..........................Lehr
John Beck, Director .............................Linton
Dean Hummel, Director ..................... Hague
Milton Brandner, Director ................Zeeland

MANAGEMENT:
Don Franklund
 & Chris Baumgartner ........... Co-Managers
Roberta Nagel ......................Offi ce Manager
Bair Law Firm, Atty.  ........................ Mandan
Innovative Energy Alliance, LLC
Consulting Engineers .....................Bismarck

Report outages to the following
toll-free number: 800-472-2673

Hazelton, Linton and Strasburg exchanges’ 
phone number: 701-254-4666

OFFICE HOURS:
Monday through Friday, 

8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Website: kemelectric.com

Email address: kem@kemelectric.com

THE MARATHON 
WATER HEATER 

will be the last water heater you’ll ever buy!

Call KEM Electric Cooperative 
701-254-4666
800-472-2673

FEATURES:
• Polybutene tank that is guaranteed not 

to leak, rust or corrode for as long as you 
own your home. 

• One of the most efficient water heaters 
on the market. 

• To save money, ask about placing your 
Marathon water heater on one of KEM 
Electric Cooperative’s load-management 
programs.

KEM Electric 
Cooperative

Board meeting 
highlights

Horner earns journeyman status

Kevin Horner, a lineworker with KEM Electric Cooperative, was 
recognized for graduating from apprentice to journeyman lineworker 
status recently.

The North Dakota Association of Rural Electric Cooperatives Apprenticeship, 
Training & Safety Department hosted its 50th annual AT&S Conference in January 
in Bismarck, where it recognized nine cooperative lineworkers for becoming 
journeymen, including Horner.

KEM Electric Cooperative congratulates Kevin on his achievement! ¢

Kevin Horner, center, KEM Electric Cooperative, receives his journeyman 
lineworker’s certificate.

Happy Easter!
So KEM Electric Cooperative 

employees can celebrate the 
holiday with their families, the 
cooperative’s offices will be closed 
Good Friday, April 18. 

If you experience an outage, 
please call the cooperative’s offices 
at 701-254-4666 or 800-472-2673. 
Your call will be routed to the 
proper contacts and lineworkers 
will be dispatched.
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